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Creating separated
artwork between
three layers for use
with the Risograph
process.
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Dizzy Ink

Dizzy Ink is a design, print
and creative workshop
studio based in the heart of
Nottingham. We are a small
studio specializing in a range
of alternative print processes;
screen-printing, Mimeograph
and Risograph. We offer a
refreshing approach to book
design and produce beautiful
objects with DIY ethos.

i.

Risograph is a fairly unique method of
printing which bridges the gap between
analogue and digital production. Being
quicker, cheaper and easier to set up
than other specialist methods such
as screen printing or lithograph, the
Risograph is perfect for small to medium
print runs offering exceptionally bright
and interesting colour options. Couple
this with an unlimited range of incredible
papers you can use results in an
approach with bold artistic merits.

Ultimately the
designer, maker or zine
writer benefits most
out of the method.
Being able to have so
much creative input to
a project, receiving the
finished items quickly
and to a standard
other processes are
unable to achieve.

The following guide details
the first steps in creating
the files ready for Risograph
printing. There are various
different ways and variations
in workflow but this is the
most straightforward method.
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The Risograph machine never
knows what colour it is printing, it
simply knows how dense to make
the ink therefore only requiring
greyscale artwork. For example,
if you send something bright pink
to print, it won’t be as colourful
as you expect it to be whereas if
you send solid black it will be as
dense as possible.
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greyscale

ii.

Ink Density

When we come to
printing, we need to be
able to make separate
PDFs of each layer.
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Using Photoshop,
Indesign or Illustrator
you are able to easily
work within different
layers. Keeping all
the same coloured
artwork on each layer,
eg. everything pink will
be on ‘layer one - Pink’,
everything teal on a
separate one, ‘layer two
- Teal’ and everything
black on ‘layer three Black’.

Pink Layer
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Teal Layer

Black Layer

When printed
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You can then simply hide the coloured
layer you do not wish to use, the layers
that are still visible contain the artwork
you want to reproduce in a single colour
can then be exported as it’s own file.
Please label each of your separate
layers, and if using Illustrator, only
export the relevant artboard.
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iv.
Gradients are made up of solid
colours in vector programmes
such as Illustrator and Indesign,
to avoid banding issues use a
raster software like Photoshop.
As the artwork is
required to go through
a screen, there is a
sudden jump from
0-10% Grey. To avoid
the sudden drop off,
you can clip your levels
at 10% which will make
everything in your
image white, ever so
slightly grey and avoid
such a step.
This does not apply to
block shapes as they
contain no gradation.
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